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Today’s Talk

 Campus police agencies often mirror municipal police 
agencies 

 All police face demands and calls for reform

 Re-imagining & the future of problem-solving in a 
campus environment
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You are a 
campus police, 

security or safety 
officer, leader or 
staff member?

You are a police 
officer with a 

campus in your 
jurisdiction?

You are another 
public servant with 
a campus in your 

jurisdiction?

You have a child or 
family member that 
is a campus student 

(or will be soon)?

You have a child or 
family member that 

works on a 
campus?

You have some 
other connection to 

a campus?

Do you have any connections to campus police?



There are over 850 campus 
police agencies situated in 

urban, suburban, and rural areas 
across the U.S. 

(BJS 2012)



2021 Survey of Campus Law Enforcement Agencies (SCLEA)
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE
2019-85-CX-K006

https://bjs.ojp.gov/funding/awards/list?awardee=RESEARCH%20TRIANGLE%20INSTITUTE


Municipal Campus

Crime & disorder in neighborhoods & 
hot spots

Crime, fear of crime on campus, in dorms, 
and in adjacent areas 

Community relationships with residents 
and businesses

Community relationships with students, 
staff, faculty & neighbors

Economic & community development Current & future stakeholder engagement

Reputation impacts perceptions Reputation impacts perceptions

Resources (staff, training, equip) Resources (staff, training, equip)

Organizational dimensions Organizational dimensions

Policies & practices Policies & practices

Quality of life for those who live, work & 
visit

Quality of life for those who live, work & 
visit

Municipal vs Campus Comparison







“[t]he blue lights and officers on bikes make me feel safer. I think that although I do 
not know how useful they both are in stopping crime, I think that they are both major 
components to preventing crime from ever happening in the first place.” TU student

(“The buildings are not well-secured.” “Crimes are happening inside of the 

campus, and they don’t feel safe in their own buildings.” TU stakeholder

A parent indicated, “I am worried that PTSD is going 

to be an unexpected experience, of going to 

Temple” due to violence, crime, and fears about 

safety.”

“Nobody likes to hear this, but until Temple makes 

meaningful amends to the immediate community, there’s 

aways going to be tension, exacerbated by decades or 

centuries of systemic societal injustices.” TU Stakeholder

‘have always found [TUPD] to be highly engaged, 

intelligent, and empathetic compared to other [police] 

officers I have worked with.” TU Stakeholder

TUPD staff suggested that, although TUPD has “not done active shooter drills with 

Philly PD” in the recent past, “it would be mutually beneficial.”



{ What’s happening around 
campus public safety



10 Trends on Campus Public Safety

1. Reimagining campus safety

2. Behavioral health responses

3. Campus & community engagement 

4. Proactive, problem-solving service

5. Relationships with local law enforcement



6. Organizational change (University & PD levels)

7. Recruitment, hiring, training

8. Data & transparency

9. Oversight

10.Contributions to larger community



Wicked problems:

Topic 1: Workforce

Topic 2: Shifting 
campus communities 
& cultures

Topic 3: Striking a 
balance 



Questions?

Comments?
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